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Motivation: Try to investigate the relationship between jett multiplicity and photon ID 
                   efficiency.

1. Selection criteria

2. Results

3. Conclusion
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Event Selection
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● At least one good reconstrcuted primary vertex (|z| < 24 cm, 
|d0| < 2 cm, NDOF > =4)
NOTE: first primary vertex has largest associated track squre P

T
 sum

● Particle Flow Jets are clustered with anti-k
T
 algorithm (ΔR=0.5)

● P
T
 and η selection at detector level

For photon:  P
T
>75 GeV, |η|<1.442, 1.566<|η|<2.5

For jets:   P
T
>20 GeV ,  |η|<2.4

● Photon should pass the loose photon ID selection criteria.
● Jets should pass the loose jet ID selection.
● Jet energy scale and photon energy scale have been applied.

● Gen-matched photon:
→ prompt-photon production (direct interaction and fragmentation)
→ The different contributions are merged according the simulated samples.
→ A generator-level isolation (less than 5 GeV) is used. 
→ P

T
>30 GeV,  |η|<3
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Event Selection
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● Inclusion Photon selection →  at least one Photon
● Exclusive Photon + 1 Jet    →  at least one Photon + exact one Jet
● Exclusive Photon + 2 Jets   →  at least one Photon + exact two Jets
● Exclusive Photon + 3 Jets   →  at least one Photon + exact three Jets

EfficiencyPhotonID=
N matched , passed

N matched

where “matched”means the selected reco-photon has its gen-counterpart
             “passed”means the selected reco-photon passes the photon ID 
                               selection
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 Photon ID Eff. In Barrel
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- as a function of P
T
 and η of selected photon -

→ It seems the photon ID efficiencies have dependence on the jet multiplicity. 
    Photon ID efficiencies is decreased when the jet multiplicity is increased for    
    Exclusive selection.
    But roughtly the photon ID efficiencies with different jet multiplicity requirement are 
    still consistent to each other by considering the uncertainties.
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 Photon ID Eff. In Endcap
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- as a function of P
T
 and η of selected photon -

→ It seems the photon ID efficiencies have dependence on the jet multiplicity. 
    Photon ID efficiencies is decreased when the jet multiplicity is increased for    
    Exclusive selection.
    But roughtly the photon ID efficiencies with different jet multiplicity requirement are 
    still consistent to each other by considering the uncertainties.
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 Summary
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    It seems the photon ID efficiencies have dependence on the jet multiplicity. 
    Photon ID efficiencies is decreased when the jet multiplicity is increased for    
    Exclusive selection.

    But roughtly the photon ID efficiencies with different jet multiplicity requirement are 
    still consistent to each other by considering the uncertainties.

    → Maybe it's OK to use exclusive selection for photon + exact 3jets.  (?)
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